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Quantenna Communications Named to the Red
Herring Top 100
Quantenna Communications, Inc. (http://www.quantenna.com), a leading developer
of silicon for high-speed, wireless high definition (HD) video home networking,
announced today that it has been named as one of the "Red Herring 100 North
America" for 2009. This prestigious annual award honors the most promising private
technology ventures in North America.
Out of 1,200 successful and highly eligible companies, the Red Herring editorial
team deployed a detailed process to first identify 200 finalists, then narrowed down
the selection to the top 100 winners of this North America award. Evaluations were
made on both quantitative and qualitative criteria, including financial performance,
technology innovation, quality of management, execution of strategy and
integration into their respective industries.
This unique assessment of potential is complemented by a review of the actual
track record and standing of a company, which allows Red Herring to see past the
"buzz" and make the list an invaluable instrument for discovering and advocating
the greatest business opportunities in the industry.
Quantenna was selected by the Red Herring editorial team for its innovation in the
area of delivering HD television and multimedia entertainment over standard
wireless home networks. This month, the company also closed Series C funding of
$14 million and introduced David French, a proven semiconductor veteran as new
its CEO. With funding and leadership in place, Quantenna will be able to continue
solidifying its market position and grow the company to support demand for its
standards-based, Wi-Fi HD video home networking solutions.
"We are delighted to be selected as a winner of the Red Herring 100 award," said
Dr. Behrooz Rezvani, Quantenna's chairman and president. "Red Herring was able
to identify that Quantenna possesses world-class technology and superb customer
interest in a growing market, while being well-positioned to capture market share.
The next major step in home entertainment will be ensuring a positive consumer
experience by delivering HD content and wireless networking throughout the home
in an ultra-reliable way using standard Wi-Fi networks."
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